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Tips for the hour meter: sparking efficient use of course vehicles

By TERRY BUCHEN

Some good news for superintendents who want to put an hour meter on small one- and two-cylinder engines that do not have a 12-volt electric system feature to operate a conventional hour meter: Tiny-Tach, a digital tachometer and hour meter, is now available that is powered by a non-replaceable lithium battery that will usually last from five to seven years and can be "reset" so it can be transferable to other pieces of equipment back to zero hours. When the engine is off, the Tiny-Tach displays only the hour-meter function. When the engine is operating, it displays the actual engine RPM's from an inductive on/off/rpm sensor. It is 3 1/2 by 1/2 by 3/4 inches. The display numbers are 5/16 inches tall and the meter is sealed for moisture resistance and tamper protection.

Hooking up the meter is simple, as the red wire must be wrapped around the spark-plug wire three or four turns with the excess length cut off, the white ground wire is attached to any bolt on the engine or frame and then slip solder a lug between the engine and bolt head and retighten. The black wire leads back to the meter and the extra length of this wire should be taped or zip-strippped to an out-of-the-way place. Attach the meter to the frame of the equipment using double-sided tape, or with screws.

When the "reset" is pushed, the meter will perform a self-diagnostic test, displaying all segments to ensure that everything is OK. During the last portion of the self-test, it will show one of three models that are available and then turn back to 'O' hours:

- 2C is the standard model to be used when there is one spark firing on each revolution of the crankshaft.
- 4C is for engines which have a spark for every two revolutions of the engine crankshaft such as those with a distributor driven from a crankshaft.
- 1C is for twinline cylinder engines with a spark firing every revolution of the engine crankshaft.

To safeguard against employees inadvertently pushing the recessed "reset" button, attach a service sticker, made from a labelmaker, over the button. State the hours when the equipment servicing is due, accomplishing two goals at once.

Some suggested uses for the meter are walk-behind greensmowers, one- or two-cylinder leaf blowers, walk-behind 21-inch rotary mowers, sod cutters, trash pumps, portable generators, or any one- or two-cylinder engine without a 12-volt charging/battery system.

The Tiny-Tach Meter is available from engine-part distributing companies nationwide and comes with a one-year warranty. This meter will make a golf course mechanic's job more efficient and easier.
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Answering your concerns about the environment, operator safety and precision application.

Move up to Spray Star... the first choice for ecological and safety engineering... with computerized controls for the most precise applications... hydraulic power steering for superior maneuverability... the lowest profiles for maximum stability and visibility... virtually impervious tanks... plenty of power... big soft touch tires... a wide array of safety features. Spray Star - setting new standards.